Background in forest engineering to work in urban forestry
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ABSTRACT

Urban Forestry provides multiple ecosystem services and contributes to the resilience of cities. However, there are no studies that discuss the background of professionals who work in this field. Thus, it was proposed to analyze the presence of the subject of Urban Forestry in Forest Engineering courses in Brazil. Searches were carried out in the e-MEC Registry to locate the Universities, and on their websites to find the Pedagogical Project or the Curriculum Matrix. To analyze the contents of the Syllabus, the IRAMUTEQ software was used. 68 Forest Engineering courses were located, which are offered by 60 universities and cover 24 states of the country, highlighting the North and Southeast regions, which offer 20 and 16 courses, respectively. 59 Pedagogical Projects were found and there was a lack of standard in the structure and content of the document. In the Curriculum Matrices, 79 subjects on Urban Forestry were identified, but only 27 exclusively address the theme. It was noticed that most of the subjects offered are complementary; only 12 are mandatory and, at the same time, only on Urban Forestry. The subject “Urban Forestry and Landscaping” appears 25 times. However, the two themes have different approaches and, in this case, the main focus was on Landscaping. The analysis of Text Segments of the 65 Syllabuses showed that most of the texts were about Landscaping. It was concluded that there is a deficiency in the background in Forest Engineering in Brazil concerning Urban Forestry, due to the low number of compulsory subjects offered.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The urban population in Brazil corresponds to 84% of the country total residents (INSTITUTO BRASILEIRO DE GEOGRAFIA E ESTATÍSTICA - IBGE; 2010). Due to the population increase in urban centers, there was an environmental imbalance due to the removal of vegetation and land occupation for the expansion of buildings. The numerous environmental problems resulting from little vegetation affect the health and well-being of the population (STANGANINI; LOLLO, 2018; ALVES et al., 2020).

The presence of a quality Urban Forestry in cities can contribute to the mitigation of the results of environmental degradation and provide several ecosystem services, bringing numerous benefits to society, among which the following stand out: reduction in pollution, increase in drainage areas that favor the reduction in floods, reduction in noise pollution, reduction in stress, contact with nature, leisure areas, among others (KUO; SULLIVAN, 2001; BIONDI, 2015; LOCATELLI et al., 2017; SILVA et al., 2019; REIS et al., 2020; WOLF et al., 2020).

To provide quality ecosystem services, Urban Forestry must be implemented through appropriate technical criteria. The lack of planning can cause damage to the structures due to the incompatibility of the environment with the planted species (CUNHA et al., 2020). In addition to the technical attributes, it is necessary to deal directly with the population. When Urban Forestry is already implemented, it is necessary to know how to dialogue about the resolutions of conflicts between the vegetation and the structure (sidewalk, wall, electrical network). For the implementation of an Urban Forestry project, it is important to know the population, their ideas, desires, characteristics; besides, the project must be adequate to the reality of that society (MESSIAS et al., 2019).

The population’s dissatisfaction with the conflicts of unplanned vegetation is commonly seen in newspaper news, such as problems with lighting (MENEZES, 2018) and sidewalk lifting, affecting accessibility (CAROLINA; PARANAIBA; 2015); services performed with a lack of specialized technical preparation, irregular pruning (A TRIBUNA, 2021); base of cemented trees (ALMEIDA; 2020) and poorly programmed cuts (CHUVA; NEVES; 2021).

Among the professionals who can work in Urban Forestry, we have the Forest Engineer. The Forest Engineering course’s premise is to provide professionals with a background to develop specific skills and abilities, among them: Being able to study technical and economic feasibility; make adequate planning; know how to design, specify, supervise, coordinate and technically guide; be able to carry out inspection, evaluation, arbitration, report and technical opinions; work in multidisciplinary teams, among others (BRASIL, 2006).
The desired characteristics of the Forest Engineering graduate denote that they are qualified to work in Urban Forestry implementation and management projects. However, there are no studies that evaluate the Pedagogical Projects, Curriculum Matrix and Syllabuses of the Urban Forestry subject, to understand how the topic is treated throughout the course.

2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to analyze the presence of the subject of Urban Forestry in Forest Engineering courses in Brazil, seeking to know how is the distribution of the offer of the subject by region and the content of Syllabuses for its performance in the implementation and management of urban green spaces.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Forest Engineering Courses

To collect data about Forestry Engineering courses, a search was carried out in the database of the National Registry of Higher Education Courses and Institutions in Brazil of the Ministry of Education (Cadastro e-MEC, 2020). On this website, it is possible to locate the records of all undergraduate courses, active and inactive, of Higher Education Institutions in Brazil.

Through the website Cadastro e-MEC, 83 Forest Engineering courses were located, of which seven were inactive and 76 were active.

The following information was collected regarding the Forest Engineering courses offered in Brazil: state, municipality, campus, course start date, course score in the National Student Performance Exam, name of the HEI, type of HEI (federal or private), course modality (classroom or distance learning), course status (active or inactive).

3.2 Analysis of the Pedagogical Project (PPC) and/or curriculum matrix

After surveying the courses, a search was carried out on the website of each university that contained the Forest Engineering course, in order to have access to the Pedagogical Project (PPC) and/or the current curriculum matrix. Of the 76 active e-MEC courses, eight did not contain any available information about the course. For such universities, information was requested through the e-mail address available on the website, at least twice. Therefore, for the accomplishment of this work, 68 courses were analyzed, offered in 60 different higher education institutions in Brazil.

The free software IRAMUTEQ (version 0.7 alpha 2) was used to plot the word cloud graph and for descending hierarchical classification (DHC) of the contents of the syllabuses. The DHC of the syllabuses analyzed 165 Text Segments, which corresponds to 80.41% of the text segments used.

4 RESULTS

In Brazil, there are more than 40,000 undergraduate courses, 24,402 of which are Bachelor’s degrees. The Higher Education Institutions that offer the courses total 2,608; those Private have 2,306 institutions, while 302 refer to Public ones. As for the data by administrative category, which covers Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery and Veterinary, 521 institutions are found, offering 1240 courses, out of...
which 76 are in Forest Engineering (INEP, 2020). Of the 68 courses analyzed, only five are from Private Institutions (TABLE 1).

### Table 1 - Number of Universities per Region and Administrative Category that offer the Forest Engineering course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Federal</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Municipal</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caption: FP (For-profit); NP (Non-profit)
Source: Research data, 2020

The first National Forestry School began in Brazil, on May 30, 1960, at Universidade Rural do Estado de Minas Gerais, in Viçosa. The purpose was to fill the demand for qualified professionals, since those who operated in the forestry market were Agronomy graduates. However, in the Agronomy course, only a general subject was offered that addressed the topic of forestry, which was not sufficient for the desired expansion of the sector in Brazil (BRASIL, 1960; SOUZA, 1961; MACEDO, 2003).

In the first and second years, the subjects of Escola Nacional de Floresta were from the basic cycle and common to Agronomy students. In the third year, specific content was included, silviculture, dendrology, genetics applied to forests, ecology and phytogeography, forest inventories and constructions, forest protection, forest product technology and optional subjects (BRASIL, 1960).

Due to internal and structural problems, it was necessary to relocate the course. In 1963, a decree was signed on the transfer of the Escola Nacional de Floresta to Curitiba in the state of Paraná, at the current Universidade Federal do Paraná (BRASIL, 1963). However, in 1964, the Escola Superior de Florestas was created in Viçosa, with eight students who chose to stay in the city, which is today, Universidade Federal de Viçosa (MACEDO, 2003). From this milestone, several institutions emerged over the years (GRAPH 1).

Graph 1 – Number of Forest Engineering Courses created per decade in Brazil

Source: Research data, 2020
Access to higher education was severely restricted in some regions and socioeconomically disadvantaged locations were at greater disadvantage in terms of the number of courses and vacancies offered (CORBUCCI, 2014). It can be seen that, in the first 40 years after the creation of the Forest Engineering course, the number of courses in the North, Northeast and Midwest regions (7 courses) was lower than in the South and Southeast (11 courses). Considering the coverage in territory and number of states, the North, Northeast and Midwest regions add up to 19 states, and the South and Southeast regions, seven.

Analyzing access to higher education in Brazil, it was observed that, after the 2000s, there were initiatives to increase the number of vacancies and entrances all over the country, in an attempt to reduce regional inequalities. In the case of Forest Engineering, there was a significant increase in the number of courses created in the period from 2000 to 2009. In the North and Midwest regions, there were seven courses each, Northeast and Southeast with five each and, in the South, four courses (CORBUCCI, 2014; PAULA; ALMEIDA, 2020).

The implementation of the Support Program for Restructuring and Expansion Plans for Federal Universities (Programa de Apoio a Planos de Reestruturação e Expansão das Universidades Federais, REUNI) in 2007, contributed to the expansion of universities mainly in the North and Northeast (CORBUCCI, 2014). The objective was “[...] to create conditions for the expansion of access and permanence in higher education, at the undergraduate level, for better use of the physical structure and human resources existing in federal universities” (BRASIL, 2007, Art. 1). After 2008, eight Forest Engineering courses were created in the North region, followed by the Northeast, Southeast and Midwest, with five new courses, and the South region, with two courses.

The Forestry Engineering course is present in almost all Brazilian states. In the state of Ceará, the course is not listed and in Tocantins the course is active in the e-MEC Registry, but without information on the Pedagogical Project or curriculum matrix on the university website; thus, it was not included in the analyses (GRAPH 2).
The state of Pará has the largest number of Forest Engineering courses. However, there are not ten different universities that offer the course, but five, with two universities being the main responsible for the high number of courses: Universidade Federal Rural da Amazônia, with four campuses that offer the course and Universidade do Estado do Pará, with three. In Minas Gerais and São Paulo, the number of Forest Engineering courses corresponds to the number of institutions that offer the course.

In 2004, the federal government instituted the National Higher Education Assessment System (**Sistema Nacional de Avaliação da Educação Superior**, SINAES), which evaluates courses, institutions and student performance. The evaluation of the performance of both freshmen and graduating students is carried out through the National Student Performance Exam (**Exame Nacional de Desempenho dos Estudantes**, ENADE). The document clarifies that the evaluation must be taken as a basis for the procedures for renewing accreditation of Higher Education Institutions, authorization, recognition and renewal of recognition of undergraduate courses. However, it allows each institution to identify deficiencies and progress, and thus improve courses in order to give professionals a background with better skills to act in society (BRASIL, 2004, Art. 5; MEDEIROS FILHO et al., 2019).

In the last ENADE assessment, in 2019, the scores of 58 Educational Institutions were found. Only one institution in the South Region obtained the maximum score, five and, in the Southeast Region, three (INEP, 2019) (TABLE 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Score in ENADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage</strong></td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data, 2020

Most institutions (72.6%) have a score of three and four, and the institutions of the South and Southeast regions obtained more scores four than the regions Northeast, North and Midwest. Obtaining better scores in ENADE is important, as it is essential that Higher Education Institutions obtain a minimum performance to have agreements with bodies, such as PROUNI and FIES, to enable access to the scientific database or to make resources available from the Brazilian Development Bank (**Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social**, BNDES) (BRITO, 2008; BERTOLIN; MARCON, 2015; SURCIN, 2020).

The National Curriculum Guidelines (**Diretrizes Curriculares Nacionais**, DCN) for the Forest Engineering undergraduate course were instituted in 2006 and the maximum implementation period was two years after the date of publication. Previously, the minimum curriculum defined by the Ministry of Education (MEC) for undergraduate courses in the country was in force. The DCN aims to leave a static sphere, and start with a broad background, preparing better professionals to serve a society that is constantly changing (BRASIL, 2006; TEIXEIRA JUNIOR, 2020).

The DCN contains all the guidelines for the content that must be included in Forest Engineering courses in all Higher Education Institutions. There are indications about: curriculum components, Pedagogical Project, profile of the graduate student, competences and abilities,
curriculum contents, supervised curriculum internship and complementary activities. In the Pedagogical Project, social, scientific and technological aspects must be observed, so that the graduates have a critical and comprehensive background, and be able to act in society with ethics and a humanist perspective (BRAZIL, 2006, Art. 3, § 1).

After 15 years of publication of the National Curriculum Guidelines (DCN), 59 Pedagogical Projects containing the curriculum matrix of the course were found available on the universities website. For nine other courses, the Pedagogical Project was not available, only the curriculum matrix (GRAPH 3).

Graph 3 – PPC of Forest Engineering Courses per Region of Brazil

Source: Research data, 2020

In the South region, 9 Pedagogical Projects were found, 15 in the Southeast region, 9 in the Midwest region, 16 in the North region and 10 in the Northeast region. The region with the greatest deficit in Project numbers was the North, with four projects not located.

According to the Forest Engineering DCN, the content of the Pedagogical Project must contain: general objectives of the course, contextualized in relation to its institutional, political, geographic and social insertions; objective conditions of offer and the vocation of the course; ways of conducting interdisciplinarity; modes of integration between theory and practice; forms of evaluation of teaching and learning, among others (BRASIL, 2006, Art. 3, § 1).

It was noticed that there is no standardization in the elaboration of the content. Some institutions have a Pedagogical Project with an average of 200 pages, detailing some aspects such as: history of the creation of the course, contexts and institutional policies of the course, profile of the graduate, curriculum syllabus, among other items. Other institutions created a leaner Pedagogical Project, and an eight-page document was found, where some information defined by the DCN was absent.

Among the analyzed Forest Engineering courses, it was found that there are 79 subjects with the theme involving Urban Forestry; some Institutions offer more than one subject. The region with the highest number of subjects is the Southeast with 22, followed by the North with 19 and the South with 15 (TABLE 3).
### Table 3 - Number of Urban Forestry Subjects per Region of Brazil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>79</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data, 2020

The names of the disciplines were observed and the one that appears most frequently, 25 times, is called “Urban Forestry and Landscaping” (Arborização Urbana e Paisagismo), followed by “Urban Silviculture” (Silvicultura Urbana) with 15, “Urban Forestry” (Arborização Urbana) and “Urban Silviculture and Landscaping” (Silvicultura Urbana e Paisagismo) with five each. and “Urban Ecology” (Ecologia Urbana) with three. The other 26 subjects represented with smaller letters in the word cloud were attended once or twice (FIGURE 1).

Figure 1 – Word Cloud of the most frequent subjects in the curriculum matrices

* Portuguese language was used for the analysis of Word Cloud in the Iramuteq software.

Source: Research data, 2020

It was noticed that 26 subjects are solely on the theme Urban Forestry, the other 53 deal with the subject together with other themes. It should be noted that the topics treated together by a single subject, address issues of the same large area, but with completely different approaches. As an example, in the Landscaping subject, Urban Forestry is a topic within several subjects, while in the Urban Forestry subject alone, it will address issues from choosing the appropriate species, through implementation, maintenance, conduct and management of the entire process.

When analyzing the way in which the subject is offered, 35 were found as mandatory and 44 as complementary/optional. The North region has the largest number of subjects in the compulsory category (GRAPH 4).
The number of subjects on Urban Forestry appears to be high; however, upon closer inspection, only 12 subjects only address the topic of Urban Forestry and are at the same time in the compulsory curriculum of the courses. It is understood that in courses in which the subject is in the Complementary/Optional category, Forest Engineering students may not have contact with the theme during their studies, as it is necessary for the student to choose to take the discipline.

To reduce this problem, the theme can be presented in the initial phase of the course, in which the subjects are presented to the students; create Study Centers; develop Scientific Initiation activities on the subject in Institutions. In addition, more lines of research are needed in the Graduate Program in urban themes, so that the student who is interested in the area, also has the possibility of qualifying and deepening their knowledge.

In relation to the Course Syllabuses, 65 were found, in the Pedagogical Project or on the websites of Higher Education Institutions. Some Syllabuses were well structured, with text explaining the purpose of the topics to be addressed, others contained only the title of the topics. The analysis was evaluated with the aid of the IRAMUTEQ software, which has been widely used in research for the analysis of textual data (CAMARGO; JUSTO, 2013). The Descending Hierarchical Classification (DHC) resulted in a dendrogram that shows the grouping of text segments in the Syllabuses, making it possible to evaluate the classes with the similarities of the contents.

The analyzed corpus consisted of 65 texts, separated into 194 Text Segments, with use of 156 Segments (80.41%), a value above the minimum 70% suggested in the literature (SALVIATI, 2017). All the words that appear in the figure obtained chi-square ($\chi^2$) above 3.80 and all (P-value < 5%), guaranteeing that the aggregation within the classes was significant. Word size is related to the

Source: Research data, 2020
The classes are divided into three branches, with classes 2 and 4 being both separate and not similar to each other or to the other classes. The similarities between the contents are in classes 1 and 3, once they are connected in the dendrogram.

Class 2 deals with issues related to Landscaping, being the one with the most Text Segment, denoting that the textual structures of the Syllabuses were made up of more topics related to the theme. The word that stood out the most was: “Ornamental Plants” (Plantas Ornamentais). Observing the Text Segments, it was noticed that "Element" (Elemento), "Classification" (Classificação), "Plants" (Plantas) and "Composition" (Composição) that appeared in the dendrogram, are related to landscaping, for example, "Landscape Elements"(Elementos do Paisagismo), "Landscape Classification" (Classificação da Paisagem), " Plants in Landscaping" (Plantas no Paisagismo) and “Composition of Landscape Projects” (Composição de Projetos Paisagísticos).

Class 4 deals with Text Segments more broadly focused on urban vegetation. The words that appear the most are: “Urban” (Urbano), “City” (Cidade), “Vegetation” (Vegetação), “Pollution” (Poluição) and “Fauna” (Fauna). It can be seen that there is a relevant space in the Syllabuses dedicated to dealing with these terms, which is important, since many students are unaware of the environmental impacts within cities and the benefits of Urban Vegetation.

Classes 1 and 3 are very close and, together, they add up to 39.1%, both of which are focused on Urban Forestry, from seedling production to the evaluation of the implemented species. In class 1, the term “master plan” (Plano Diretor) is highlighted, being frequently mentioned in the Syllabuses, followed by “Forestry” (Arborização), “Urban Forestry” (Arborização Urbana), “monitoring” (Monitoramento) and “legislation” (Legislação). In class 3, there is evidence of terms such as “electrical
networks” (Redes Elétricas), “interference” (interferência) and “pruning” (poda), subjects commonly discussed when it comes to trees in cities. The aggregated classes are on very specific subjects and show that their space in the Syllabuses needs more relevance, since professionals who will work with Urban Forestry need this knowledge.

516 recommended bibliographies were found in the Syllabuses and, in some, this information was absent. The titles, for the most part, are: Manuals or Guides for Urban Forestry, subjects on Urban Forests and Urban Trees. The most cited authors were: Haroldo Nogueira de Paiva and Wantuefier Gonçalves, 76 times; Harri Lorenzi 30 times and Harri Lorenzi with other authors 29 citations. It is noteworthy that 29% of the authors were indicated only once.

As for the titles indicated in the Bibliography, 181 or 32% had only one indication; the most indicated are in the board below (BOARD 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Indications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haroldo Nogueira de Paiva; Wantuefier Gonçalves</td>
<td>Florestas urbanas: Planejamento para a Melhoria Da Qualidade de Vida</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harri Lorenzi</td>
<td>Árvores Brasileiras: Manual de Identificação e Cultivo de Plantas Arbóreas Nativas do Brasil</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harri Lorenzi; Hermes Moreira de Souza</td>
<td>Plantas Ornamentais no Brasil: Arbustivas, Herbáceas e Trepadeiras</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aderbal Gomes da Silva; Haroldo Nogueira de Paiva; Wantuefier Gonçalves;</td>
<td>Avaliando a Arborização Urbana</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wantuefier Gonçalves; Haroldo Nogueira de Paiva</td>
<td>Silvicultura Urbana: Implantação e Manejo</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>José Augusto de Lira Filho, Haroldo Nogueira de Paiva</td>
<td>Árvores para o Ambiente Urbano</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wantuefier Gonçalves, Haroldo Nogueira de Paiva</td>
<td>Paisagismo - Princípios Básicos</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data, 2020

When categorizing the titles of the Bibliographies, 232 indications are on Urban Forestry and 160 on Landscaping. Regarding the publication date, 56% have dates between 2000 and 2009 and 26% from 1999 to 1956. It can be understood that it is necessary to insert more recent bibliographies, since current debates that are part of Urban Forestry management, such as smart, sustainable cities and nature-based solutions need to be introduced to students.

The professional’s performance in an urban environment involves several different aspects of monoculture implementation, conservation of forest diversity, forest protection, wood technology, etc. In the implementation and conduction of Urban Forestry projects, it is necessary to have a close dialogue with the local community, to know social and structural aspects of urban cities, know about the laws that cover Urban Forestry, know how to analyze the appropriate species for the urban environment, in addition to strategies for working with limited public resources.

It is understood that forestry production to supply various sectors has been the focus of Forest Engineering courses since its inception. Countless problems in the urban forestry of cities are mostly due to lack of planning and result from the performance of unqualified professionals. The subject of Urban Forestry provides knowledge about the themes and can prepare the future professional to occupy positions in urban areas, transforming the green structure of the city.

5 CONCLUSION
More than 50% of Forest Engineering courses take place in the North and Southeast regions. Many courses have been implemented in the last two decades. There is no standardization in the Pedagogical Project regarding the offer of subjects directly related to the Urban Forestry theme.

In the curriculum matrices, the highest percentage of subjects are offered as a supplement. Subjects solely on Urban Forestry, compulsory, represented only 15% of the subjects found. The subject most frequently found was “Urban Forestry and Landscaping”. However, the content of most of Syllabuses refers to Landscaping themes.

Of the recommended bibliographies, only 18% are from 2010 to 2020, requiring the insertion of more documents with approaches to the current needs of cities to provide professionals with a background so they are better prepared to work in the urban environment.
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